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Abstract 

 

Breast cancer is one of causes of woman death. Therefore, early detection and 

diagnosis are needed to determine the possibility of breast cancer. In this paper the 

researches propose the new method to optimize fuzzy system using point 

operation to diagnose breast cancer. The system is implemented by Graphical 

User Interface (GUI). The point operation used is intensity adjustment to increase 

quality of mammogram image. This researches used fuzzy system with 10 feature 

extraction of the mammogram images as input variables. Fuzzy Mamdani Method 

is used in inference process and Centroid Method is used in defuzzification 

process. The accuracy of the fuzzy system with point operation reached 96.875% 

in the training data and 91.67% on the testing data. The accuracy of the fuzzy 

system without point operation only amounted to 94.79% on the training data and 

50% on the testing data. Therefore, the fuzzy system with point operation is better 

than fuzzy system without point operation to diagnose breast cancer. 
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1 Intruduction 
 

   A part of 30% Indonesian with cancer are breast cancer patient [1]. Therefore, 

early detection of breast cancer is important to do. Early detection of breast cancer 

can diagnose with two ways. There are self knowing and getting information from 

doctor. There are two ways, that are needed by the doctor to detect. There are 

mammograph and ultrasonograph (USG). The use of mammograph can produce 

mammograph image. This method is better than another method [2]. 

 

   The researchers increase the accuracy of breast cancer diagnose incessantly. 

They utilize variety of methods and kind of data to develop their researches. 

These researches such as Schaefer, Zavisek, and Nakhasima [3] with termogram 

data, Al-Daoud [4] with fuzzy c-means radial basis function network method, 

Zadeh, et al [5] with FNN method, Keles and Keles [2] with NEFCLASS method 

and Mei Mutlimah [6] with Fuzzy Mamdani method. However, they classify to 

two outputs (benign and malignant) and with low accuracy.  

   The intensity adjustment of point operation is one of image correction method 

with linear mapping from the past histogram to the newest one [7]. The intensity 

value of new image is better than last image. Fuzzy logic is a function that the 

domain is mapped to interval 0 and 1 [8]. It is mean, the value-truth of fuzzy logic 

are not absolute. It is different with strict logic. It assert the truth absolutely, 0 if it 

is false and 1 if it is true. Fuzzy logic can explain and tolerate apparent values.  

Therefore, fuzzy logic is appropriate for some fields including diagnose of breast 

cancer. Fuzzy logic applied on fuzzy system that is using the inference methods, 

such as Mamdani method. Mamdani method is the simple inference method 

because it has easy computation and comprehension [9]. To make easy to use, the 

system is pointed out with Graphical User Interface (GUI). GUI is one of feature 

to make users easier to operate this system without knowing the script. 

 

   Based on this explanation, the author arranged this research to diagnose breast 

cancer with and without point operation intensity adjustment on mammogram 

image to see how it makes the different on accuracy. Then, the researchers can 

build fuzzy system, determine the accuracy and show it on GUI. 

 

 

2 The Modelling Process 
 

   This research uses 120 mammograms from 322 mammograms of breast cancer 

images [10]. After the data have been extracted, the data are classified became 

80% training data and 20% testing data. The extraction result became input and 

the output data is classified into 3 parts, there are normal, benign, and malignant. 

The steps of research are shown at figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The steps of research 

 

   The test of system is solved by determining the accuracy based on the true 

data and the false data. The result of fuzzy system that is build is shown at GUI. 

GUI can show pictures and graphs with nice performance. 

 

3 Results and Discussion 
 

   The first step to diagnose breast cancer is preprocessing, including cropping 

mammogram image, breaking of background, and taking point operation intensity 

adjustment. Intensity adjustment is one of various of point operations. Point 

operation is a part of image enhancement technique to increase image quality. The 

formula of point operation is shown in equation (1) [11]. 
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where Af is input image, Bf  is output image and intpoO  is linear or non linear 

operation. 

   The second step is extracting images. The images are extracted into 10 

features, including contrast, correlation, energy, homogeneity, mean, variance, 

standard deviation (SD), skewness, kurtosis, and entrophy. The formula of each 

feature are: 
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where p(i,j) refer to pixel row-i column-j, 
x  is mean value of column on 

histogram, y  is mean value of row on histogram, 
x  is SD of column on 

histogram, and y  is SD of row on histogram.  

   The extraction result is used to build fuzzy system. The steps of building fuzzy 

system are given as follows: 

 

Step 1. Identifying the universal set of discourse U for input and output 

The universal set is the possible value in the operation of fuzzy system. The data 

have been covered by the universal set. It is interval base on minimum and 

maximum value on histogram from 96 training data. The universal set for each 

input variable are given as follows:  

Contrast (UA) = [0.134 0.235], correlation (UB) = [0.955 0.989], energy (UC) = 

[0.123 0.639], homogeneity (UD) = [0.939 0.979], mean (UE) = [127.6 234], 

variance (UF) = [1973 7827], SD (UG) = [44.42 88.47], skewness (UH) = [-3.121 

0.71], kurtosis (UI) = [1.36 13.13], and entrophy (UJ) = [2.995 7.391]. 

   The universal set of discourse U for output variable is defined by U0=[1 3]. 

One as sign of normal with main value 1.5 and range diagnose in [1 1.7]. Two as 

sign of benign with main value 2 and range diagnose in (1.7 2.3]. Three as sign of 

malignant with main value 2.5 and range diagnose in (2.3 3]. 

 

Step 2. Defining fuzzy set on input and output variables 

   Fuzzification transforms crisp set to fuzzy set using membership function. The 

membership function of input variables are using Gauss membership function. 

The formula of Gauss membership function [9] defined by:  
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where k  is width of curve and   is domain value of curve center. 

  Each input variable defined by 9 fuzzy sets with Gauss membership function. 

For example, contrast variable is defined by 9 fuzzy sets, there are A1, A2, A3, A4, 

A5, A6, A7, A8, and A9. The width on each fuzzy set on contrast variable is 

0.005361 that acquired by observing domain value on cross point inter-fuzzy sets. 

The representation of Gauss curve on contrast variable based on equation (3) is 

given at Figure 2. The fuzzy sets in another input variables obtainable by the same 

way. The domain value and width of curve are different. The output is defined by 

the representation of the combination of triangle curve and trapezoid curve. Figure 

3 shows the representation of output curve. 

 

Step 3. Building fuzzy rules 

   The fuzzy rules are builded by the extraction result from training data. The 

first to do is searching the membership degree for each value from image 

extraction result and then used the highest membership degree to build fuzzy rule. 

The numbers of fuzzy rules are 96 rules accord with the number of training data. 

For easier understanding, in this step we build fuzzy rules base on training data 

image mdb004.png. Another data is built by the same way. 
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   The contrast value accord Table 1 is 0.17724 called x. Based on 9 fuzzy sets 

on contrast variable, the value of x at the sets A3, A4, dan A5. Therefore, the 

membership degree in another sets are zero. Equation (3) is used to determine 

membership degree.The highest value chosen that is used base union operation 

function [8] as shown in equation (4). 
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The membership degree which acquired according to equation (4) is  
60891.0)0,0,0,0,39973.0,60891.0,00306.0,0,0max(   

   The value 0.60891 is membership degree of A4, so the extraction of contrast 

from image mdb004.png  included in A4. Another features are analog and shown 

at Table 1. According to Table 1 acquired the rule “ If contrast is A4 and 

correlation is B5 and energy is C3 and homogeneity is D5 and mean is E7 and 

variance is F4 and SD is G4 and skewness G5 and kurtosis is I3 and entropy is J6 

then diagnose is normal”.  

 

Step 4. Inferencing fuzzy Mamdani method 

   The Mamdani method or min-max inferenceing use min or AND implication 

function and use max or OR aggregation rule. The determination of fuzzy 

inference can be solved with Matlab. The manual computation can be solved to 

check the accuracy of the system. The membership degree of image mdb004.png 

on Table 2 accord with rule 1, 2, and 21. Then the reseachers can determine the 

minimum value of this rule using equation (5) [8]. 
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Then, the result of determining rule 1, 2 and 21 using equation (5) in succession 

are p=0.5626, q=0.50067, and r=0.63795. The aggregation for this rules 

searchable with formula 
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for k=1,2,...,n A1
k and A2

k explain fuzzy set antecedent-k pairs and Bk is fuzzy set 

of concecuent-k[19].  

The agregation value according to equation (6) is s=max(0.5626, 0.50067, 

0.63795)=0.63795. 

  Then the next step is finding the cross point using membership function of 

normal fuzzy set on output.  

Then, the membership function is  
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Step 5. Defuzzifying 

   The defuzzification process with Centroid method can be solved with Matlab. 

However, the researchers will explain the analysis result. The fuzzification result  
is diagnosis of breast cancer that is classified by three parts. According to the image 
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extraction mdb004.png, membership function on equation (6) changed into crisp 

set using centroid method. The formula of fuzzification with centroid method [20] 

is given in this equation 
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   According to equations (7) and (8), the value of D* is 1.42530. This value 

include at [1 1.7). Thereby, the diagnosis of breast for image mdb004.png is 

normal. Another data are built by the same ways. Then, fuzzy system consists of 

96 images data and it is able to diagnose breast cancer for another mammogram 

image. 

   However, this fuzzy system is not good before trial. The examination is done 

with determining accuracy and error value. The formula [21] to determine the 

accuracy is 

%100x
dataallofnumberThe

datacorrectofnumberThe
Accuracy      (9) 

   The accuracy values of fuzzy system without point operation using equation 

(9) are 94.79% for training data and 50% for testing data. The accuracy values of 

fuzzy system with point operation intensity adjustment are 96.875% for training 

data and 91.67% for testing data. 

   Then the last step is applying all of the system to GUI from preprocessing step 

until the diagnosis of mammogram data is known. The aim of this step is to help 

the user to know the diagnosis of breast cancer from mammogram image easier. 

The way to apply fuzzy system into GUI is using the feature of GUI guide. The 

application of GUI is shown in Figure 4. 

 

4 Conclusion 
 

   The result of the diagnosis of breast cancer using fuzzy system with point 

operation of intensity adjustment is better than the diagnosis of breast cancer 

using fuzzy system without point operation. It is shown by the value of accuracy 

on training and testing data. The value of accuracy with point operation intensity 

adjustment is bigger than the value of accuracy system without point operation. 

However, this research does not consider the diagnosis of breast cancer for 

woman. Neverthenless it can help doctor to analyze and to take a decision the 

patient with breast cancer. In the future, input sellection will be considered to 

increase the accuracy of the model. 
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Figure 2. The representation of fuzzy set of contrast variable 

 

 
 

Figure 3. The representation of fuzzy set of output variable 
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Figure 4. The diagnose of image mdb004.png 
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